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Abstract—In this paper, we focus on increasing the
availability of Multi-Processor System on Chip (MP-
SoC) for executing user applications, even when some
components of the system are faulty. A Network-on-
Chip (NoC) provides high bandwidth communication
substrate for the multitude of components/modules in
such MP-SoCs. Health of such MP-SoC, and hence
its availability, is largely dependent on the health
of the NoC. We consider an NoC comprising a bi-
directional toroidal mesh interconnection of routers.
We use a distributed built-in-self-test to identify faulty
communication links. We use information so obtained
to determine healthy subsystems that can be made
available for executing user applications. This feature is
key for enhancing availability of MP-SoCs. We realize
this feature as a micro-architectural enhancement in
MP-SoC that incurs an insignificant hardware overhead
of less than 2%. Latency incurred for analyzing avail-
ability of MP-SoC is also insignificant. We functionally
validate our proposal by emulating the system on a
FPGA device and demonstrate increase in availability
of the MP-SoC.

Index Terms—Network-on-Chip,MP-SoC,System
Availability

I. Introduction
There is a growing need for massive and accelerated

computing in sectors spanning targeted medicines, brain
simulation, particle simulation, next generation avionics,
deep learning, etc. These domains of computing need unin-
terrupted services for long periods of time. Multi-Processor
System-on-Chips (MP-SoCs) like, Epiphany [16], REDE-
FINE [12], Kalray [15], TILE64 [17], KiloCore [18] are

some of the architectures in the frontier for accelerated
embedded computing. Scalability is not only a desired
quality, but a necessary attribute of a MP-SoC that is
used in the above-mentioned domains. A Network-on-Chip
(NoC) is often used as the interconnection network to
connect various components of a MP-SoC, (viz., processing
cores, memory modules, orchestration units etc.) and a
control unit/host. NoC gracefully scales as the number of
modules (to be interconnected) grows. NoC comprises of
routers interconnected by a particular topology, in which a
routing algorithm is implemented to transport information
among modules.
Systems fault due to both hard and soft errors. While

soft errors are transient in nature, hard errors are firm, and
affect the availability of a system. Increasing availability
of system despite hardware faults is the key to using these
architecture in the said domains. Hard errors in system
components/modules that are bound to a workflow can
be overcome only if the workflow is realized on alternate
components/modules that are functionally equivalent and
fault-free. Systems with such faults can be made available
for user applications if these faults can be circumvented,
and healthy parts of systems are used for user applications.
This might result in degraded performance; however user
applications will continue to run with this caveat.
NoC is the backbone of MP-SoCs. Prior to program

execution, NoC is used for loading instructions and data
from control unit/host to compute and memory units.
During program execution NoC is used to transport data
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among compute and memory units, and at the end of
program execution NoC is used to pass back results to
control unit/host. For uninterrupted usage of a system,
it is therefore crucial to monitor the health of the NoC,
isolate faults in the NoC and make healthy parts of the
system available to user applications. Our objective in this
work is exactly this. For purposes of this proposal, we take
a generic MP-SoC as an example, in which routers are
interconnected by bi-directional toroidal mesh topology.
Each router is connected to processing cores, memory
modules and other components of the MP-SoC. Our pro-
posal is applicable to any MP-SoC that has an alternate
topology of interconnection that follows certain discipline
(of deterministic routing) to transport information among
its components.
This paper is organized as follows: In section II we pro-

vide a summary of similar work from existing literature. In
section III we provide a generic description of an MP-SoC
architecture, mention how user applications are launched
for execution on the MP-SoC and the importance of NoC
in such an architecture. In section IV we talk about the
methodology we follow to increase availability of MP-SoC.
In this section we give details about a distributed algo-
rithm to collect health of links (of NoC), and a way to use
this information to recognize healthy sub-regions that can
be used for application kernels, thus providing a method
to increase availability of MP-SoC even when there are
some faulty links in the NoC. In section V we provide
implementation details and measure hardware needed to
increase availability of MP-SoC. We draw conclusions of
this proposal in section VI.

II. Previous Work
Over the past years, many authors have presented

different test strategies for Network-on-chip. NoC has
various components of the communication infrastructure
that need to be tested individually.
Grecu et al in [1] propose a Built-In-Self-Test (BIST)

for Network-on-Chip Interconnect Infrastructures, that
focuses on testing the inter-switch links of the chip by
progressive reuse of NoC infrastructure. The basic build-
ing blocks involved include a test data generator which
launches the test vectors and a test error detector which
samples and compares the received data. Grecu et al
in another work [2] propose a similar method that also
exploits the inherent parallelism of the data transport
mechanism to reduce the overall test time, but addresses
testing of both switches and inter-switch links. Raik et
al in [3] talk about testing configurations for functional
switch faults but like most of the previous work on testing,
the focus is on testing the faults inside the switches. The
testing method used in [4] by Mohammad Hosseinabady et
al broadcasts the test vectors throughout the network. The
algorithm proposed follows the scan-based methodology
for testing the switches. In fact, majority of the previous
work in this field involves scan-based techniques like the

ones mentioned in [5], [6]. However, increasing availability
of systems does not seem to be the focus of the above-
mentioned endeavors. A strategy to online testing has been
provided in [7] which involves a distributed test vector
storage. Since the test vectors are not applied from a
centralized location, it helps in reducing the test delivery
latency. However, it is not clear how responses are made
use of in decision making.
Peterson et al in [8] present a BIST strategy for testing

the NoC interconnect network having mesh topology. In
their method, the BIST modules in each Network Interface
perform the testing of the datapath and the control logic.
It is left to the operating system to analyze the informa-
tion, identify portions of the fabric which are fault-free,
and isolate the same. However the strategy for analyzing
this information has not been clearly outlined. While our
approach to exploit BIST for availability analysis is similar
to their design, we propose an extendible BIST for NoC
for very large MP-SoCs deployed in safety critical appli-
cations. Additionally, our scheme as elaborated in section
IV, incurs smaller overhead in identifying healthy sub-
regions even when there are faulty NoC links. In [9], a self
monitoring and self-reconfiguring router is proposed.The
self-monitoring unit runs BIST at periodic intervals and
if a faulty component is detected, it identifies if the graph
corresponding to the NoC is still connected. The self-
reconfiguration unit updates the routing tables such that
the NoC is deadlock free in its new topology. In our
work, faults are detected through a testing phase either
at power-on, or at behest of a user; Since we follow a
dimension-ordered routing in the NoC, the need to identify
a self-connecting graph does not arise. To that extent, our
scheme adopts a simple strategy, whereby the need for
distributed intelligence unit is obviated. Our objective is to
suggest a scalable scheme for very large MP-SoCs, so as to
increase availability of the system for critical applications,
even under faulty conditions.
In [10] the utilization of available NoC link bandwidth

is performed. Here, the aim is to determine availability at
the link level, whereas our aim is to make system available
at the NoC level. They accept partially faulty links by
employing flit serialization and discard a link when number
of faults are greater than some defined threshold in a link.
However, we consider a link as unhealthy even when one
of its bits is faulty.
In [11], a new fault tolerant routing algorithm (deter-

ministic and distributed) for NoC is introduced which by-
passes the high number of faulty links and can dynamically
handle faults. In this algorithm, a faulty link is discovered
and marked. Routing tables are updated to steer the traffic
along the non-faulty links. However, we do not change the
routing algorithm. We aim to discover a faulty link and
mark a region which uses that link for communication as
unavailable. We sacrifice some healthy resources in order
to avoid overheads involved in changing routing algorithm.
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III. Architecture of a generic MP-SoC

In this section we provide high level architectural details
of a generic MP-SoC. This will help us set the stage for
recognizing faults in the NoC of a MP-SoC, isolate faulty
parts, and make available healthy subsystems of the MP-
SoC for executing user applications.
Figure 1 is an illustrative example of a MP-SoC. The

methods and approaches described in the following for
increasing the availability are not limited to the MP-SoC
described in figure 1, and can be easily applied to any MP-
SoC that relies on a NoC as the communication infrastruc-
ture. The example MP-SoC has a NoC comprising n × m
number of routers; in this illustration, 6 × 7 = 42 routers
are connected by a bi-directional toroidal mesh topology.
Each router, as shown in the figure is connected to four
others routers by full duplex links. Each router in addition,
has ingress and egress links, which connect to a Compute
Resource (CR) through a Network Interface (NI). Note
that each CR has a NI, but in order to maintain clarity
of figure, we have shown only one CR with NI. For the
objectives of this paper it is not important to detail the
internals of a CR; without loss of information, we assume
that each CR has certain compute and memory capacity,
and computations within each CR are orchestrated by a
local orchestrator. All the CRs together with the NoC form
the execution engine. A control unit indicated in the figure
is the interface by which the execution engine is connected
to a host. Often, in order to maintain uniformity of design,
the control unit is connected to a router using the ingress
and egress links, much the same way as a CR. We term
the column of routers, one of which is connected to the
control unit, as gateway routers. Sinks in figure 1 indicate
that neither CR nor control unit is connected to the NI
of the routers. Example MP-SoC shown in this figure is
inherently scalable to hundreds of resources. Note: It is
not an architectural restriction to have a single control
unit connected to the host. In order not to clutter the
figure (and text), we have indicated a single control unit
in the figure.
User application programs run on the host; parts of

these applications (termed as kernels) that need acceler-
ated execution are directed to execution engine. When the
control unit receives requests for kernel execution from
the host, it identifies the number of resources needed for
successful execution of a kernel, allocates and book-keeps
resources assigned. While allocating resources to a kernel,
the control unit gathers together physically proximal CRs
and creates a sub-region that is entirely devoted to the
kernel (for the period of execution of kernel); refer to
Figure 2 for example sub-regions indicated by hatched
rectangles. The results of kernels are sent back to the
host by the control unit. Architecturally such a MP-SoC
ensures safe and secure execution of kernels by restricting
intra-kernel communication (among the CRs allocated to
a kernel) to within a sub-region. Our aim is to make

Fig. 1: An example MP-SoC
Note: Each CR is connected to a router through NI
We have shown only one CR with NI in order to

maintain clarity of figure

available healthy parts of the system to user applications,
and continue to provide safe-and-secure computing regions
even if there are certain faults in the system.
Figure 2 zooms into a portion of figure 1. A packet

sent from a source (control unit or CR) is injected into
the NoC using the ingress link. A packet finds its way to
the destination by hopping through intervening routers by
following a shortest-path deterministic (X-Y routing) al-
gorithm. And so, in the worst case, a packet hops through
(�m/2�+�n/2�) number of routers to reach its destination,
i.e., in the worst case, a packet traverses routers in the
periphery of a quadrant (indicated by dashed orange
lines in figure 1) to reach its destination. Upon reaching
destination, the packet is ejected by the router to the CR
or control unit using the egress link.
Packets that are produced and consumed during exe-

cution of a kernel use inter-router and NI links within a
sub-region (and do not use links outside of a sub-region).
Continuous red lines in figure 2 indicate the intra-kernel
communication of kernel 2. During the launch and end of
execution of a kernel, inter-router links outside of a sub-
region (indicated by continuous blue and purple lines in
figure 2) are also used. However, NI links outside the sub-
region are not used for this communication. Therefore as
long as there exist paths from a sub-region to the control
unit (and vice-versa), a few faulty NI links outside the
sub-region do not prevent kernels from getting executed
within available sub-regions.

IV. Methodology
We achieve our objective of increasing the availability

of a MP-SoC by identifying “healthy” sub-regions (even
when there exist some faulty links) in a systematic way
by the following:
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Fig. 2: Sub-Regions Allocated to Kernels
Sub-region 1 indicated by hatched green rectangle

(comprising resources connected to routers 8, 9, 14 and
15) is allocated to Kernel 1

Sub-region 2 indicated by hatched blue rectangle
(comprising resources connected to routers 16 and 17)

are allocated to Kernel 2

• Assessment and Consolidation of health of links
• Reachability Analysis
• Faulty link Analysis
• Determination of Availability of Healthy sub-regions
Algorithm used for recognizing healthy sub-regions

needs to be deterministic. This is best done when there
are no packets flowing in the NoC due to execution of
kernels on the execution engine. Therefore, this analysis is
performed at power-on. If request for this analysis comes
from host (acting at behest of user) at some instant other
than power on, then the analysis is performed only after
currently executing kernels complete their execution.

A. Assessment and Consolidation of health of links
Primary objective of this phase is to assess health of

links connecting routers and health of ingress/egress links.
A link is considered faulty when information transferred
over it does not reach the destination correctly. Each
router assesses health of links that connect neighbouring
routers and its NI by sending/receiving stimuli/responses
over these links, and consolidating information regarding
health of each link. We refer to stimulus and response
packets as “ping” and “pong” packets respectively. Our
intent is not only to check if information sent reaches
destination, but also to determine if there are “stuck-at”
faults (see [19]) in a link. At the end of this process, each
router sends the consolidated information to the control
unit. In order that we assess health of an inter-router link
without ambiguity, we refer to the link as an “outlink”
when it is used for packets going out from a router (to a
neighbouring router), and the term “inlink” when it is used
for packets coming in to a router (from a neighbouring
router). Egress link is used for packets sent from router to
NI, and ingress link is used for packets received from NI -
refer to figure 3(a).

Fig. 3: Outlinks, Inlinks, Ingress and Egress Links of a
Router

Assessment of health of inter-router links: Each
router maintains status of outlinks and inlinks in all
directions, and updates the status as it probes its neigh-
bours. Status of links are updated to indicate healthy or
faulty according to stimuli sent and responses received
by routers. We have taken router 7 as an example in
figure 4. Each router initializes health of all inlinks and
outlinks in all 4 directions (east, south, west, and north)
to a default value of “faulty” indicated by 0’s in figure
4. Status of inlinks and outlinks of east, south, west and
north are indicated by green, red, blue and purple colours
respectively.
All routers start assessment by sending stimulus packets

in their respective east direction. Stimulus packets com-
prise 3 ping packets - the first ping packet aids in detecting
a defective link. The 2nd and 3rd ping packets help in
detecting stuck-at faults - 2nd ping packet comprises all
0’s, and the 3rd ping packet contains all 1’s. Only when
a destination router (router 8 which is to the east in this
example) receives all 3 ping packets correctly (within a
specified time interval), it sends back a response/pong
packet to the source router. Upon receiving a pong packet
(within a pre-determined time interval), the source router
is sure that its outlink is not faulty and updates status
of outlink in the east direction as healthy (indicating that
the outlink that connects routers 7 and 8 is healthy and
devoid of stuck-at faults). Following this, neighbour to the
east (router 8), sends stimulus packets (comprising 3 ping
packets) to router 7. Only upon receiving these packets
correctly (within a specified time interval), the router
(router 7) sets the inlink in the east direction as healthy,
and sends a pong packet to the router in the east direction.
All updates of status of east outlink and inlink of router
7 are captured in figure 4 in green colour. Corresponding
updates of status of west outlinks and inlinks of router 8
are shown in blue colour in figure 4.
All routers in the MP-SoC initiate the assessment of

health of links in the east direction simultaneously. There-
fore, as router 7 starts probing its east neighbour, router 8
starts probing its east neighbour (router 9 - see figure 1),
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TABLE I
Router 7 N S E W
Outlink 1 0 1 0
Inlink 1 0 1 1

and updates the status of its east outlink/inlink according
to responses it receives from its east neigbour. Since we do
not discuss the actual status of east links of router 8 in this
figure, the updated status of these links are represented by
’x’ (x will be set to 1 or 0 depending on the health of east
links of router 8).
And in parallel, router 6 (the west neighbour of router

7) starts probing its east neighbour (which is router 7).
Figure 4 shows these probes and responses, and updates
to the health of west links of router 7 indicated by blue
colour in figure 4. Corresponding east outlinks and inlinks
of router 6, and updates to health of these links of router
6 are shown in figure 4. It is important to note that no
false positives are reported using this method of sending
stimuli and receiving responses on outlinks and inlinks.
As an illustration, we have shown a faulty west outlink

of router 7 - refer figure 3(b). Router 6 sends the 3 ping
packets to its east neighbour, router 7. These pings reach
router 7 correctly and router 7 marks its west inlink as
healthy; however due to faulty west outlink of router 7,
the pong packet that router 7 sends as a response, does
not reach router 6. Therefore, router 6 does not update
its east outlink as healthy. Router 7 sends 3 ping packets
to its west neighbour (router 6), which again, due to fault
west outlink of router 7, do not reach router 6. Therefore,
router 6 does not send a response back to router 7, which
results in maintaining status of west outlink of router 7
and east inlink and outlink of router 6 as faulty.
This procedure of sending stimuli and receiving re-

sponses is repeated by the source router to assess the
health of all inter-router outlinks and inlinks in south, west
and north directions. Since sending stimuli and receiving
responses in all the directions is similar to the procedure
described above, we have not described it in this paper.
As an example, status of inlinks and outlinks of a router
(router 7) with a faulty west outlink and faulty south
inlink is shown in Table I.
Note : Irrespective of the health of the NI link, a router

with healthy outlinks and inlinks can act as a pass-through
router. For example, router 3 (refer to figure 2) with
an unhealthy NI link can act as pass-through router for
packets originating from the control unit destined to router
9. And, a router with some faulty outlinks or inlinks can be
used as pass-through router. For example, router 4 (refer
to figure 2) with a faulty west inlink can act as a pass-
through router for packets originating from the control
unit destined to router 15.1

1Note : Links close to control unit are crucial. Faults in one of these
links marks a quadrant of execution fabric as unavailable.

Assessment of health of ingress/egress links: A
router with a faulty ingress or a faulty egress link cannot
be used for executing a kernel, since CR connected to it
cannot be reached through some other links. Therefore
the method of assessing health of ingress/egress links is
simpler than assessing inter-router links. A router sends
3 pings (similar to the pings that a router sends on the
inter-router links) on the egress link. If these 3 pings
reach the NI as expected within a pre-determined time
interval, then it is an indication that the egress link is
healthy. Following this, NI sends 3 pongs on the ingress
link. Reception of 1st pong by the router indicates healthy
egress link, and correct reception of 2nd and 3nd pongs
indicates healthy ingress link. At the end of this process,
each router sends the status of outlinks and inlinks (in
all 4 directions), and status of ingress/egress link to the
control unit, and an information packet containing 0’s in
the bits corresponding to status information in the first
packet. Each router sends this information to the control
unit using the X-Y routing algorithm, at a pre-determined
time. Note: These pre-determined times are computed in
such a way that information sent by one router is not over-
written by information sent by another router. Pseudo-
code of this phase is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Assessment of Health of Links
/* All routers do the following in parallel */
Initialize status of outlinks and inlinks in all four direc-
tions to unhealthy
for Direction d = east, south, west to north do
Send Ping to router in direction d
if Pong received from router in direction d then
Update Outlink of direction d as healthy

end if
if Ping received from router in direction d then
Send Pong to router in direction d
Update Inlink of direction d as healthy

end if
end for
Send updated status to the control unit

Consolidation of health of links: The control unit
initializes all links to be unhealthy, and it updates status
of a link only when it receives updated information from
routers. Therefore even in case updated information from
a router does not reach the control unit (due to some
faulty links in the path from router to control unit),
status of health of links is not falsely reported as being
healthy. Status of every inter-router link is reported by 2
routers which share the link. If all the links are fault-free,
the control unit will get two responses from each router
sharing the link. This is necessary for the analysis because
even when one router is not able to send its information
to the control unit due to faulty links along the path, the
adjacent router’s information may reach control unit, and
thus the link status can be inferred. Since no false positives
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Fig. 4: Assessment of Health of Links
Updates of Health of Links of Router 7 indicated by Roman Numerals

are reported, a link is declared healthy (by the control
unit) even if only one router (sharing this link with another
router) reports it as healthy. The information packet helps
the control unit to determine the bits which are affected
by stuck-at-1 faults along the path (from router to control
unit). Refer Algorithm 2 for pseudo-code of this phase.

Algorithm 2 Consolidation of Health of Links by Control
Unit
Initialize status of all link be to unhealthy
for all Routers R do

if Updated Information received from router R then
Update status of corresponding links

end if
end for

B. Reachability Analysis
As mentioned in section I, for launching a kernel (by

the control unit) and at the end of execution of a kernel,
there needs to exist healthy paths from the control unit
to the resources identified for the kernel, and vice-versa
(indicated by continuous blue and purple lines in figure
2). In this phase, the control unit examines health of path
taken to reach a router, and health of path taken by a
router to reach it. Only if both paths are healthy, the
control unit marks a router as reachable.

Reachability of a router from control unit: In
normal operation, packets originating from the control
unit to a destination router are routed using the X-Y
routing algorithm. All such packets use inlinks in the
horizontal direction of some routers in the row containing
the control unit, and inlinks in the vertical direction of
some routers (see continuous blue line in figure 2) to reach
the destination router. Therefore all inlinks of routers in
the row starting from the next column containing the

control unit till the column containing the destination
router (inlinks of routers 5, 4 and 3 in figure 2), and all
inlinks in vertical direction of routers starting from the
next row that contains the control unit till the row that
contains the destination router (inlinks of routers 9 and
15 in figure 2) need to be healthy. From the consolidated
information of inlinks obtained in the previous phase,
the control unit decides whether the destination router is
reachable from it or not. See Algorithm 3 for pseudo-code
of this analysis.

Reachability of control unit from a router: In
normal operation, packets originating from a source router
to the control unit are routed using the X-Y routing
algorithm. All such packets use inlinks in the horizontal
direction of some routers in the row containing the source
router, and inlinks in the vertical direction of some gate-
way routers (see continuous purple line in figure 2) to reach
the control unit. Therefore all inlinks of routers in the row
starting from next column containing the source router till
the column containing gateway routers (inlinks of routers
16, 17 and G3 in figure 2), and all inlinks in vertical
direction of gateway routers starting from the next row
that contains the source router till the row that contains
the control unit (inlinks of routers G2 and G1 in figure
2) need to be healthy. From the consolidated information
of inlinks obtained in the previous phase, the control unit
decides whether it is reachable from the source router or
not. Since reachability of control unit from a router is a
dual of reachability of a router from a control unit, we
have not provided psuedo-code for this analysis.

C. Faulty Link Analysis
Not all links of the NoC are used for communication

from/to control unit to/from routers. However, all links
within a sub-region are used while a kernel is getting
executed. It is therefore necessary for the control unit
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Algorithm 3 Reachability of a Destination Router Rd

from Control Unit
Reachability of Rd from Control Unit = TRUE
/* Assume Rd is reachable from Control Unit */
Inlinks-of-Row = Healthy
Row = Row of Control Unit
Column = Column of Control Unit + 1
/* Check horizontal inlinks of all routers in the row
containing Control Unit from column next to Control
Unit till the column containing Rd */
while (Inlinks-of-Row = Healthy) and (Column <=
Column of Rd) do

if horizontal inlink of router(Row, Column) is un-
healthy then
set Inlinks-of-Row = Unhealthy

else
Increment Column

end if
end while
Inlinks-of-Column = Healthy
Column = Column of Rd

Row = Row of Control Unit + 1
/* Check vertical inlinks of all routers in the column
containing Rd from the next row containing Control
Unit till the row containing Rd */
while (Inlinks-of-Column = Healthy) and (Row <=
Row of Rd) do

if vertical inlink of router(Row, Column) is unhealthy
then
set Inlinks-of-Column = Unhealthy

else
Increment Row

end if
end while
if (Inlinks-of-Row = Unhealthy) OR (Inlinks-of-Column
= Unhealthy) then
Reachability of Rd from Control Unit = FALSE
/* In any of the links used in a row or used in a column
for Control Unit to reach Rd is not healthy, make Rd

not reachable from Control Unit */
end if

to determine the health of all such links. Without loss
of generality, the control unit uses status of links in east
direction to determine health of horizontal links, and uses
status of links in south direction to determine health of
vertical links.

D. Determination of Availability of Healthy sub-regions
Results of analysis of previous steps are used by the

control unit to determine healthy sub-regions of the exe-
cution engine. Before launching a kernel for execution on
the execution engine, the control unit identifies a potential
sub-region of the engine for the kernel. The control unit
examines if all routers belonging to the sub-region are

reachable. From the consolidated information of inlinks
and outlinks obtained in the previous phase, the control
unit decides if all links within the sub-region are healthy.
The control unit also checks if ingress/egress links of
routers in the sub-region are healthy. Only if all of the
above conditions are satisfied, the control unit declares
the sub-region as healthy and initiates launching of kernel.
At the end of process, a fault coverage of 100 percent
is guaranteed since there are no false positives reported.
There can be a scenario where a large fabric is marked
as unavailable due to one critical fault. However, a faulty
router will never be marked as available.

V. Implementation and Results
In this section we present the results of hardware en-

hancements, and the time taken to assess the health of
MP-SoC using out methodology.

A. Microarchitectural Enhancements
We used Chisel [20] to build a NoC comprising 12

routers. We implemented this example MP-SoC on a
Virtex7 2000T FPGA device. In order to check the validity
of our proposal, we artificially injected faults in the inter-
router links. One such example was to inject a fault into
a crucial link. We simulated a stuck-at fault in the south
inlink of router G1. Our methodology identified the upper
half of the execution engine as unavailable. This is one of
the worst-case scenerio, since the south inlink of G1 is used
by all routers in the upper half to communicate with the
control unit. The lower half of the execution engine was
available for executing user applications. We synthesized
our enhanced design using Cadence RTL Compiler (for
various sizes of execution engine) on a 40 nm technol-
ogy, and observed overheads due to microarchitectural
enhancements to be less than 2%.

B. Price for Increasing Availability
For an execution engine of size n × n, as described in

section IV, all routers assess the health of 4 inter-router
links and ingress/egress links in parallel, as per Algorithm
1. This procedure takes constant time, irrespective of the
size of the execution engine. Following this, each router,
at a pre-determined time, sends the status of links to the
control unit (refer Algorithm 1), which is a sequential
process.The control unit then consolidates information so
received in a sequential manner.
The time taken by routers to send their information to
the control unit for an execution fabric of size (n × n) is
calculated as follows:
For n - Even
No. of cycles taken by a packet to travel from each router
to router G1: First row - 1 + 2 + ... + n/2 + n/2 + (n-
2)/2 + ... + 1 + 0 (0 is for router G1)
Second row - 2 + 3 + ... + (n+2)/2 + (n+2)/2 + ... + 2
+ 1
.
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.
Middle row - (n+2)/2 + (n+4)/2 + ... (depends on n) +
... + (n+4)/2 + (n+2)/2 +n/2
.
.
Last row - 2 + 3 + ... + (n+2)/2 + (n+2)/2 + ... + 2 +
1
For n - Odd
No. of cycles taken by a packet to travel from each router
to router G1:
First row - 1 + 2 + ... + n/2 + (n+2)/2 + n/2 + ... + 1
+ 0 (0 is for router G1)
Second row - 2 + 3 + ... + (n+2)/2 + (n+4)/2 + (n+2)/2
+ ... + 2 + 1
.
.
Middle row - (n+2)/2 + (n+4)/2 + ... (depends on n) +
... + (n+4)/2 + (n+2)/2 +n/2
.
.
Last row - 2 + 3 + ... + (n+2)/2 + (n+4)/2 + (n+2)/2
+ ... + 2 + 1
Apart from this, packets from all routers take 2 additional
cycles(one for going into the network interface and one
for flit to packet conversion) to reach the control unit.
Therefore, the sum of the above partial sums along with
n×(n+1)×2 (to reach control unit) gives the total number
of cycles used in the consolidation phase. The time taken
for these operations is hence of order O(n × n). Figure
5 shows the number of cycles incurred for consolidating
health of links for varying sizes of the MP-SoC. As can
be observed from the figure, the latency is proportional to
size of NoC. A near linear graph shows how latency scales
with fabric size. A MP-SoC with an execution engine of
size 16x16 incurs a latency of 3056 cycles to consolidate
health of links. A MP-SoC clocked at 1GHz, spends only
3 microseconds for consolidation of health, which is an
insignificant overhead.

VI. Conclusions
NoC is a key component of MP-SoCs since it is in-

herently scalable to accommodate hundreds of processors.
MP-SoCs are used in a multiple domains of applications,
including those that require safe and secure computing.
Multitude of routers are interconnected to form the NoC.
In this proposal we analyse the availability of the excution
fabric even in presence of some faults. It is shown that
the location of faults is a more important factor than the
number of faults in deciding the percentage of available
fabric for kernel execution. In this proposal we showed how
distributed built-in-self-test for NoC is realized as a simple
micro-architectural enhancement that adds insignificant
hardware overhead of less than 2% and insignificant la-
tency for availability analysis. MP-SoCs are inherently
parallel and we used this property to assess health of
links (that interconnect routers) in a parallel manner. Our

Fig. 5: Latency Incurred for Consolidation

proposal not only identifies faulty links, but also identifies
healthy portions of a MP-SoC that can be used for exe-
cution, thus making the system available to applications
that need safe and secure computing environment.

VII. Future Work
This work can be extended to evaluate the availability

of the system when there are other types of faults such as
transient faults, or faults in the compute or memory re-
sources connencted to the router. Performing this process
in parallel to kernel execution can be explored and the
corresponding effects on performance of kernel execution
can be identified.
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